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PERFECT YOUR

Flirt GAME!

GL’s get-the-guy playbook is
gonna put you on the scoreboard
By Brittany Taylor

After crushing on that cutie since, you know, September, you’ve finally
worked up the courage to step up to the plate and flirt with him already.
But your go-to moves (winking? your signature wave?) have ya striking
out left and right. Forget those forced smiles and fake flirtations. Go with
any of these 50 no-fail tips and tricks from real guys, dating pros and
girls just like you to hit it right outta the park. Score!

BE BOLD
GL readers reveal their tried ‘n’ true tactics.
“Make eye contact in a boring class
and do your best snooze face. It’s
sure to make him smile.” —Alyssa T., 14

“Use his name when you two talk. It
leaves a better impression to say, ‘Hi,
[insert cute guy name].’” —Suzi B., 15
“I love playing Truth or Dare over
text. Obviously, you can only do
truth, but it’s a great way to get to
know him and see if you’d have a
fun time hanging out.” —Brynn R., 15

“Find a way to touch him. If he’s
wearing a hoodie, playfully pull the
hood up or down. If he’s wearing a
backpack, yank on the straps in a
cute, gentle way.” —Lizzie K., 14
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“I’ll say we should talk more, then
tell him the place I usually chill at
lunch during school. It plants a seed
of thought in his head so when he’s
near that location, he seeks me out.”
—Mia S., 15

“I challenge him. My crush is in my
math class and whenever there’s a
test, I’ll make a friendly bet with him
about which one of us will get the
better grade. It brings up more
opportunities to talk and maybe
even to hang out.” —Katie P., 14
“If a guy you like is wearing a hat,
sneak up behind him and steal it. If
he likes you, he might even let you
wear it.” —Renee T., 16

COUPLES PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALLISON COTTRILL/ALLISONCOTTRILLPHOTOGRAPHY.COM.
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Cute things to say
to guys when…
You’re working on a project together…
“We make a great team.”
He says something like, “You’re weird”…
“And you love it.”
Your teacher is being a pain in the,
well, you know… “Looks like someone’s
having a grrreat day, huh?”
He compliments you…
“You don’t look too bad yourself.”
You walk outta the room…
“Try not to miss me too much, OK?”
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Love it or leave it
Dating expert Rachel DeAlto, author of Flirt
Fearlessly: The A to Z Guide to Getting Your
Flirt On, tells us which moves are keepers—
and which need to be dumped, stat.

Twirling your hair

“Just don’t overdo it. A couple spins or running
your fingers through your mane will do the trick.”

Wearing revealing clothes

“Wear clothes that make you feel good, but keep it
classy,” says Rachel. That way, you’ll know the
guys who flirt back are interested less in your
boobs ‘n’ booty and more into, well, you.

Drawing attention to your lips

“It’s a must,” Rachel spills. Try biting your lip while
you’re chatting or whipping out the ChapStick.

Laughing at his jokes

“The goal of flirting is to make him feel like the
center of the universe. Even if he isn’t funny,
cracking up is a great way to do that.”

Flirting with his friend

“Sure, it could make him realize he likes you. But it
also could show you don’t care about his feelings.”

Teasing him

“Not in a mean-hearted way, but a little teasing
shows you’re confident and playful.”

Acting dumb

“Be yourself. Any guy who’s attracted to you
because you’re being ditzy isn’t one you want.”

The three-second rule

“Make eye contact, smile and hold for three
seconds. If he is interested, he will talk to you.”

5 SIGNS

it isn’t working
✽ He doesn’t face you when you’re
talking to him.
✽ His texts are super short (and he
doesn’t ask you any questions).
✽ He jumps at the chance to include
someone else in the convo.
✽ He’s constantly checking his phone.
✽ It’s just not fun anymore.
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3 THINGS TO DO

SO YA DON’T LOOK LIKE A FOOL
flirt with a guy you
#1Don’t
know is dating someone else.
’Cause you’re gonna get called out on it and, trust us,
that’s mega awkward. Never be that girl.

Pay attention. Hard as it may be, try
not to get lost in his eyes. Spacing out
#2
mid-convo will not get ya the gold star you’re hoping for.
Think, then talk. Take a breath
before blurting out a response. Stumbling over
#
3
your words will leave him confused. (So not the point.)
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Why did I
have a kale
salad?

I love her
smile!

5 real guys share the moves
that get ’em every time.

“Look into my eyes.”
—Andrew R., 17

“Ask me for
homework help or
a ride home.”
—Jeremy P., 14

“Ask to borrow
my coat.”
—Connor S., 13

“Walk by me
and smile.”
—Srijesh B., 17

“Straight up tell
me you’re into me.”
—Scott V., 17

How to…

Real girl #flirtfails
“One day in class, my crush couldn’t stop staring at me
and smiling. I thought he was being really flirty, but after
class was over, my friend told me I had food stuck in my
teeth from lunch.” —Isabelle D., 16

“I asked for my crush’s number—and he said
‘555-5555.’” —Catie L., 13
“While walking down the street talking to a guy, I was
twirling my hair and chewing gum. Well, I blew one huge
bubble…and the gum got stuck in my hair.” —Maddie S., 12

Get his number

“I was walking down the hall when I saw my crush and
his friends. I held my head up high, smiled and flipped
my hair. Then I turned around to see if I had his attention.
I did! Unfortunately, I still had his attention when I ran
into the wall a second later.” —Mia W., 15

Ask him out

“I told a joke because I didn’t want our conversation to
end. And I forgot the punch line. It ended really fast
after that.” —Hannah L., 15

Pass him your phone and ask for his digits, then send him
a quick “Hey, cutie!” text and say “Now you have mine.”
Snap a pic of a potential date idea (think: a movie poster,
banana split or baseball tickets) and text it to him along
with, “So…are you free on Friday?”

Make a cute exit

Katie H., 14, loves this trick: “Look back over your
shoulder…just a peek as you walk away.”

#flirtfail #FTW “I tripped and fell when I was walking up
the stairs on my way onstage for a band event. My crush
was in the audience, so as I got up, I winked at him. He just
laughed like a maniac. So much for being graceful, but hey,
I found out he liked me after that!” —Andrea L., 16
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